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I" appreeiate very much .-indeed-the opportunity which
yôu :have -given me to speak to yoû this afternoon and to .ex-press m,y: views on "The' Defence- of North Arzerican .

• This is-an immense subject :with consequences in .every aspect of ths .lif.e of :the peoples both of this contin-
ent .".and also of: our, neighbours . in this hemisphere ; and .th-eseconsequences extend overseas to the .:nations. and peoples .ofEurope and Asia who may. be frieridly 'or 'opposed, as the case
maybe .

I cannot, of course-, cover 'More *than a fraction of
this vast subject and I have therefore thoüght it would be
most useful 'if I should confine -my rérJarks generally to the'
particular aspect of this .probleII which relates to .the as-
sociations between Canada 'and the United States and the •
arrangements which we have, set-. up to bring our common defenc.eproblems into focus and to plan and . develop the measures
which we should urndertake for the protection and preserva~ion
of our _ joint interests .

I can say. without compromise of - security that these
plans are well advanced and that 'agreed measures of implementa-
.tion are in hand . Further .than this in relation to specific
information, I cannot, of' coursé ; go, and I am- sure that
everyone here will realize *thât in the present critical . stateof the .world these are matters which: must remain in the most
confidential category in .the .keeping of the military staffs
directly concerned .

However, in any event, I-beliève that it will be
both more interesting and more profitable to-- use our, limited
timé on the more fundamental aspects of the problem because
it_ is clear from experience that in- milit'ary cooperation
aetween our countries our "difficulties are -rarely in imple- s
nentation but more often'in the'réalm of overcoming histor~Jdâl
and political inhibitions, and in developing what at' first '
40t are seemingly the simple st elements of a basis for
agreement as to what is to.. be -done . '

The very f act tha t the tit le to-an addrèss given by
a'Canadian to .an audienee comprised of citizens of the United
States can appropriately .include-the collective terra "Defenceof

;lorth America^ is signif icant, for it givers expression to
the very remarkable position -which we have reached in the .
deaelopment of close and friendly relations between the
nations of the North Ar~erican continent and more particularly
i° the relations'elations which we now enjoy between Canada and the
Maited States . The words betoken the fact that today :vithin
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rth America there is happily no longer occasion for any
~ation to prepare armed forces to support its

policy against. ts neighbours
; on the contrary the defence interests of all

ations of the continent have become closely similar in
haracter and no divergence of view is apparent on any matters
•hich may rightly be regarded as fundamental

. The trendsrhich menace our way of life into
. the future and the contin-

-encie s which have t o be provid ed against are external t o this
ontinent ; at least this is so as regards their origin .

In the study of military defence, it is most im-
ortant to take note of the very remarkable progress which
as come about, partic ularly during the last two-decades

,n the application of science and engineering to war
. Todayor those who are suitably prepared and equipped, distanc

eas largely lost its former attenuating effect on the conduct
f military operations and vie must realize not only that
ontinents are now .within aircraft range of one another but
hat with new developments already

. shrunken space continue so shrink still further .

We now have to contemplate the possibility of air-
raft at supersonic speeds

; of guided missiles of great r aif atomic bombs of catastrophic power and we must realize that
the very near future these forms of bombardment, may, be

!apidly followed up by considerable forces airborne bu
tapable of operating with great effectiveness on the ground-

:.~en in the face of the widespread destruction and contamina-
-Ion which will result from the long range air or atomi

c- nbardtaent
. With the increased range of action and of speed

transit, continents today have already become the least
ographic al unit s on the basis of which questions of d efenc

eproperly be stated ; consequently, .effective arrangements
r the defence of the territory of one nation have become
tters of vital concern to all other nations of that contin-:t .

It is evident that the peoples of both Canada and
e United States are well aware of the changes which hav

e= me about in the basic considerations governing defence and
: at they are deeply concerned to be correctly informed as
gards the nature, the scope and the adequacy of the coopera-
ve relations which exist between us .

In the preparation of the measures that should be
"ken to meet the contingencies which may arise it is well to
ve regard to the historical relations of those who need to
operate because from the experiences of the paet may com

eealization not only of the things which make cooperation
~Y, but as well and perhaps even cuore importantly, of the
d of actions or proposals which need to be most strictl

y- ided because of their danger to harmony in public opinion
.

We must never forget that cooperation and close
ociation are not conditions which should be taken fo

r= nted
; and even in the case of Canada and the United States

_ Present happy relations between our Armed Forces hav eY been attained and can only be maintained by
.continuede and effort directed to this end .

For this reason I propose to f ir st review very= efly the highlights in Canadian-United States militar
y= ations down the years

. Then, in order to obtaln a sense
proPortion of the defence arrangements which are possible
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I will refer, aga in very brie fly, to t he character andmagnitude of the effort put forth
. by Canada in World War I

and again in World War II, noting some contrasts and changes
in the nature of our undertakings which should be remembered
by those whose business it is to plan our defence

.

Canada and the United States have grown up together
on the continent of North America but until comparatively
ecent years there was no mutual concern for one another's

security ; in fact, until well into the present centiu~y
. there%ere very few people' in either country who would even asser

tfriendly interest in the other
. The reason, for this was,f course, histor ic al, since we were engaged on opposite

ides in the Revolutionary War
. On the conclusion of that

truggle, many of the inhabitants from the seceding territor-
es, who held to a continuing connection with Britain, moved
orth, sacrificing their accumulated resources-and preparing
o commence life anew under the most primitive conditions

.his background was not calculated to bespeak- friendliness
ither in the displaced persons or in their descendants, to
han the tale of enforced hardship lost nothing in the
elling and re-telling down the years .

Our ancestors again fought one another in the wa
rf 1812-13-14 . This war had its origi

n he slightest relation to Canadian interests, but nevertheles
se were engaged along the whole of our frontier

.' We sufferednvasion and the burning of York, now Toronto
. We gave someoughty blows in return on the St

. Lawrence, on the Greatakés, at Niagara, Detroit, etc
. One good thing which came

sa result of this episode was the Rush-Bagot Treaty whic
has signed in 1817 and which has remained ever since as a

ardinal point in the policy of each country in reference toe other .

This Treaty limits naval armament .on the Great
:akes to nominal amounts by calibre and by number of guns

.is much prized by both nations as probably the oldest dis-
mament treaty in the world which, while modified to mee

te needs of changing tin^es and altered circuastances, has
' vertheless remained in full force and effect .

In the years which followed and despite this Treaty
-r the limitation of armament, conditions on the border were
.r from being marked by that quiet mutual confidence which
.e night have expected from the of t-repeated oratorica

lference to the "3000 miles of undefended frontier"
. Theres tension caused by the Fenian Movement which resulted in

~d raids into Canada from the U .S .A ._ on whether we liked the idea or not . tTher
e o force our annega-

undary dispute, which in the result, rightlywor wrongiÿne

= jected a salient of United States territory into the hinter--'id of our Atlantic
. Province of New Brunswick and force drail communications to go either by a circuitous route

to the north (the Inter-colonial Railway) or to suffer
disadvantages and inconveniences o feign,territory to a foreign passing through this

port (Por tla nd , Maine) .

These and other incidents through the middle of the
` 9ane"54r4Ô such as the Oregon Boundary dispute and the

or fight had the effect of keeping feeling
- ween Canada and the United States in a state of tension
: in fact it was anxiety for the security of the British_

onies in continental North Americ awhich was one of the



~rincipal reasons which brought about their confederation into
he Dominion of Canada .

During the latter half of last century the relations
etween Canada and the United States steadily bettered buthe Alaska Boundary Dispute which again came to life at the
pening of the new century, showed that doubtful feeling and
nxiety were not far beneath the surface

. In the award the
ritish representative on the Commission voted with the
nited States against Canada, prompting the Prime I,iinister of
he day to declare t ha t Canada had once more been 'sacrificed
nthe altar of British diplomacyt . 'To what extent thi sight have been true is open to question and there

. are amonghe recent historians (Stephen Leacock) those who maintain
ot only that the decision in the Alaska Boundary strictly
ollowed the evidence, but also that - it was very fortunate
or Canada in her early immature years not to have had the
esponsibility of the Alaska -panhandle littoral, a responsi-
ility which might have been so serious vis-a-vis Japan a

so have overtaxed our strength and thus have become a further
ause for concern in our relations with the United States

.

Certainly until this century was well along ther eas little recognition of comraon interest with the people of
e U .SA. and instead of the realization that the dangers of

~gression lay in sources external to the North American
ontinent, we in Canada viewed somewhat anxiously and perhaps
ot without r eason, the intentions of the Government of the
ited States . The feeling at the time is evidenced by whatoT k place in 1911 when Reciprocity was proposed in Customs
rangements . A casual remark by the then'President of the~ited States that Reciprocity would leàd to the absorption
Canada was enough to upset the mind of 'our people, and "n o-, uck nor. trade with the Yankees" became the slogan with which

, rden swept the Government of Laurier out of office .

There then followed the Agadir incident in North
rica and in Canada our eyes centered -on the growing Germannace

. We went to war in 1914 in the words of Prime Ministe r_ rden "to maintain the integrity of the Sritish Empire"
.

War was declared on 4 August 1914, and seven weeks
liter on 22 Septémber there sailed from Quebec the firs tnadian Division some 30,000 strong . This Contingent took
th it practically all the guns, ammunition and equipment in
é country

. There were some United States citizens enrolled
this force which no doubt contributed substantially to t11 e° eling that the interests of the United States and of Car.are the same in the defeat of Germany . hevertheless, to a).-st completely strip Canada of armed forces was, to say th e

' ast, a gesture of supreme confidence in the friendship of
-Ir sister nation to the south

. Of course, the British I1av~~_
then all-powerful on the oceans of the world and under J-~s Protecting influence we had not the least concern about
Major attack on our territory from overseas .

The progress of World War I brought the Unite d
tes in as an ally, an ally whose potential strength turned
totâis• I use the word 'potential' advisedly, because

United States battle casualties were only of the
order of magnitude as our own, and the se were distributedr a population some dozen times larger .

The United States emerged from World ti;1ar I with
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f the United Kingdom; the Jellico Mission of 1919 made it
lear to us in no uncertain ternis that in the face of t h

magni ude .t sea the U.S . Navy had become at least equivalen t t o t ha t

ilitary power which had reached the first order of ' t

enew
nited States sea power and having regard to the attenuatio nf naval power with distance, it was impractical even to con-
emplate the operation of the British Fleet on this side of
he Atlantic .

There were at the time , as has , always been the cas ethe conclusion of a major vrar, anxieties and jealousies,
nd incipient ill feeling between late allies . Certainly weere no exception and it was consideration of possible eventua-
ities from the south that led to the retention in 1919 of the
2 Divisional organization in Canada, an organization whic had been contemplated in . an earlier era to absorb the whole of
ur manpower for use in a short intense effort pending re-
nforcement from overseas or the relief of pressure by the
~ction of the British Navy against the coasts of the Unite d

Today the se ideas seem very strang e and unreal . Itquite true that by 1919 they were outmoded and impractic-
ble, but nevertheless such attitudes persist long after the

t

tates .

e

ssing of he conditions which brought them into existenc ed their effects have a disturbing way of coming to life
then ey should long since have been forgotten . For thi s

.eason, among others, it was not until the 1930's that we were
- le to brinP our rmy establishment in Canada to a 6 Divisio n

sis in keeping with our manpower available for use in a vrarlong" duration overseas, and to dispense witht d the scores of

personnel v~ ere absor bed in the R F C late th

e Army . Our Naval expansion was not large and inptheyAir

progress toward military efficiency .

Canadian effort in orld War I was princi 11

an e units whose mere existence had been a dead load o n

. . 0P r e R.A .F .a in the R .N .A .S . In 1918 Canadians were reported to have
nst't ~i ut ed over 40p of the total flying personnel in theAS . and R .N .A .S . combined . This condition of organizationIth the use of our men under other than Canadian command was
t acceptable to the Government . and people of Canada and i n
e last few months of the war a commencement was made in the
ganization of. Canadian Fighter Squadrons overseas . Latere R .C .A .F . was organized in Canada, but in, its early years
suffered most serioucly from the fact that there had bee n

~ Canadian Air Force formations and Commands during the war .

The post World War I period was marked by two most
portant transitions in Canada . The first was the transi-
onfroa Colonial dependence to Dominion responsibility ;
second ~ras the transit ion from an attit ude of suspicio nJ ,the United States towards that full measure of mutual con-- dence itihich exists today .

By 1921 i t was evid ent t tud

ervention of the British En ir h

W s ents of international
airs that Japan was on the war path . There was the Anglo-
anese Treaty which had - served us well in bringing Japan in
our side against Germany in 1914 . But this Treaty contained
auses which were susceptible to interpretation as requir-
the intan in p e on t e sid e of

certain circumstances aguinst the United States .ling in the U .S .A ., particularly in the western states ,runnin hi hU g against the people of the Rising Sun across
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~he Pacific and the 'Yellow Perilf, so-called, was in every-
ne' s mi.nd .

It seemed; therefore, that the danger fro
m lauses of the Anglo-Japane se Treaty was neither acdemic no

remote and in consequence the Government of Canada became very
rixious and Mr

. Meighen, the Prime Minister, at the Imperial
onference of 1921 in London, insisted on notice of abrogation
eing given . We felt, and made no secret of our view, that;e could not afford to leave any doubt whatever as to wher

ee would stand in any conflict which might come about -between
he United States and Japan .

The further outcome of this action in the Washingtonaval Treatie s, etc
., may not have been entirely agreeableo some schools of thought in other sections of the Commor

.-ealth, but for Canada it did 'bring a definite 'and general
ealization that in seeking the security of our homeland we
eeded to place a continuance of friendly relations with the
nited States in the first place .

As far as I can determine the transition from the
egative conception of Canada and the United States as two
ations whose interests were separated by a frontier, to a
,ecognition of a need for positive association in d efenc e was
f st expressed publicly in h,r

. Rooseveltts Declaration inust 1938, when he said that "the people of the United States11i not stand idly by
. if domination of Canadian soil is-reatened", and Lir . King's reply . that "we, too, have our

-ligations as a good friendly neighbour and one of thera i
ssee that, at our own insistence, our country is made a

s° une from attack or possible invasion as we can reasonably
Aexpected to make it, and that, should the occasion eve

r= ise, enemy forces should not be able to pursue their way,
4ther by land, sea or air t o the United States, across
nadian territory"

. As the Prime Minister of Canada ha s~ id, the se statements marked the f ir st.
th our countries of their reciprocity inb defenceobasedoonby

-~tua1 interest in one another's s ecur ity.

This being the situation when war broke out with
rmany in 1939 there was no occasion for any anxiety as t

oe attitude of the United States and we could base our arrange-
_ nts on the confident expectation that we would receive, a

sdid, every, possible neasur q of help that was open to theS .A . to give, short of going to war .

Again in 1939, as in 1914, Canada went to war when
e United Kingdom became involved in the European conflagra-
oa• In 1914, the British Declaration of •t,:ar was sufficientenbrace all the Dominions and Dependencies of the Empire

.- 1939 the situation was different
. Our own Declaration of, was made of our own volition by Act of our own Parliament

.le the procedure was different, the effect was the same and
= each case, in a matter of -weeks , a Division, together with
~ aer Unit s, was embarked for overseas to be followed b

y"ers in succession
. In 1939, in addition to the Ar rge Laval and Air programmes were undertaken . ay' very

For the purpose of our discussion today, it is not
essary to trace-the history of Canadian Forces overseas in

ledi

tdetail
. Until VE Day our Army was largely engaged i nOpe

I
f irst in the U .K . ; then in both the Western Europeanerranean theatres ; then concentrated in Western
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Europe in consequence of instructions originating in Canada .
Elsevrhere there were only small detachments such as the Radar
and Signal Specialists sent to Australia with, the GL III C
and Canadian 19 and other communication sets .

The Canadian Air Force provided a few Army Coopera-
tion Squadrons initially, but these and the other additional
squadrons authorized by the Canadian Government as an Army
Air component in 1942 were soon detached under the influence
of the pressure of those who believed in the separation of
Air Force and Army . Apart from these Army
Cooperation Squadrons the early uuuadian air effort was
principally devoted to training in which very large activity
facilities c°iere extended also to considerable numbers of
candidates from the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand,
etc ., the product going mostly into R .A .E . Units and
formations which were scattered over all the theatres of
operations .

This system, again as in 1914-18, proved unaccept-
able to the Cenadian public and later Canadian Squadrons of
all types were established in increasing numbers and these
vrere grouped in Canadian Wings, etc . In addition to a number
of Fighter Wings Canada had one Group of Heavy Bombers under
3omber Command in the United Kingdom, and all of these created
a most remarkable record in operations on the 'Western Front .

In the Battle of the Atlantic, Canada provided
eventually the bulk of the Air units and Canadian Commanders
and Staffs exercized control in the anti-submarine operations
based on the Atlantic Coast, Newfoundland, Greenland an d
celand .

The Canadian Ravy expanded from under 2000, all
anks, to nearly 100,000 manning some 780 ships . This immense
ïevelopment represents a new conception in the expansion o f
ea power, for heretofore it had been widely believed that the
ate of increase in naval forces was necessarily strictly
imited . The total enlistment in all Armed Forces, men and
iomen, was 1,087,000 out of a population of about 12,000,000 .

In addition to the effort in the Armed Forces there
aere many tens of thousands of men and women who were engaged
n the farms, in the forests and mines and in industry . The
anadian war industry, which was organized and controlled by
Department of the Dominion Government, produced over tivice

ps nuch for our allies as for ourselves, and its output em-
raced most of the materials wanted in quantity over the
'hole range of the requirements of the Armed Forces . It was
istinguished by the excellence of the product, by the improve-
ent in weapons, explosives, motor transport, tanks and other
-quipment introduced, and by the lovr costs in man hours o f
abor which were achieved . Our industrial effort was financed
7Canada herself and the product of this effort was made
vailable under blutual Aid which was the Canadian equivalen t
f U .S . Lendlease .

Canadian industrial performance in World War II
tands out in marked contrast to ;'Jorld VTar I where the output
ostly took the form of ravr materials or of such simple -
rticles as shells and ammunition to sealed patterns designed
lsei•'here . Not a single gun or novel major piece of military
quipment was made in Canada in World War 1 and the whole of
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he industrial organization which was then set up was unde r
he direction of The Imperial Munitions Board, an organization
irected and financed from London .

In World ti'rar II it was shov.n conclusively that he
eed not doubt our ability to invent, develop and produce any
rtic le of war short of the larger battlecraft which weré, in
ize, beyond the capacity of our plants . We did not under-
ake to make everything because this would have been unecono-
ic in the case of supplies of satisfactory types otherwise
vailable in sufficient quantities .

As Victory in Europe approached, attention was
irected to the organization of Canada's part in the war with
apan in the Pacific and the strengths and composition of the

,aval, Air and Army Contingents were fixed . Ships of the .
C .if . and Units of the R .C .A .F . were to operate with the R .N .~d the R .A .F . respectively . The Canadian Army was to provide

~Division of special composition but organized génerally o n
e United States war establishments . This Division was to
erate as ,part of a United States Corps in the invasion of

apan .

One of the pr inary reasons for the decision to 'as-
, ciate the Canadian Division with a United States Corps was
obtain experience with the United States system.of Army
ganization, in view of the obvious necessity for the future
coordinate the defence of North America as a firm base
ainst possible contingencies . Actually, the organization .
the 6th Canadian Division was well advanced when Japa n

s rendered and the need passed for its completion .

The fall of France in the spring of 1940 and the
Athdrawal of British Forces to the United Kingdon, which

s then the only bridgehead against 11azi-dominated Europe,
Jeated some anxiety as to the eventual security of North

erica and . it became necessary for Canada and the Unite d
ates to study the problems of the defence of this continent
en if the time had not arrived when the United States should
clare war on Germsny . In August 1940, the President of the
ited States and the Prime i:inister of Canada issued a joint
atement establishing a Permanent Joint Board on Defence ,
th terms of reference to "commence immediate studies rel :. . -to sea, land and air problems including personnel and= terial . It will consider in the broad sense the defence of
e north half of the Western hemisphere" . This Board was
signed as a permanent and sensible arrangement to v; ork out

-'I prepare the measures which should insure the continued
= istence of our two countries in safety on this continent
-~ti1 such time as the world had moved forward to a new order
=3sed on friendship and good will between all nations . I
=~1llot overemphasize that this Board does not represent any

iance e formed as a threat to other peoples

. on Defenc
e tv+o nati

Th
e onalesectionsJoeachBv~ith a Chairman .is~rhenatieed

meets formall the Chairmen h' ingle y~ preside jointly, but with
purpose, which is to insure that a proper answer is

=i en to every problem in the interests of the maintenance o fth American security . The procedure is by way of discus-
A and agreement, never by vote, and in all its histor y
rY conclusion has been unanirsous . Very often, discussions

= interchanCe of information serve to bring to attention
Point on which there may have been u lack of understanding



the relations between the Armed Forces of the two count ir esa when this happens the responsible representatives under-
~ ke to have the matter studied by their respective service s
d to report the results . This is usually sufficient to dis-

.F1 the problem, which otherwise might, in the process of
:ore formal diplomatic communication, have grown in magnitude .

The Permanent Joint Board is not a combined staff
~d likewise in its national sections it is not a rival t o

; e L;ilit ary Staffs in Washington or in Ottawa . Its strength
: r its special task lies in the fact that it has not been

othed with any executive responsibility . It cannot order
= ything, but it can suggest what needs to be done . The
: ard has the duty to constantly review the situation and i f
-1y of its suggestions have not been acted upon it can dra w
;. is situation to the attention of the President and the Primenister . In practice this has proved to be ample authority .

During the war the PJBD was very active in the dis-
arge of its responsibilities and it was under its auspices
-t the basic plans for the defence of Canada and Alask a

Ire drawn up ; that arrangements were made for such important
fenc e und ertaking s as the Alaska Highway, the Northwest
aging Route for ferrying aircraft to Russia and China, the
inson Route across Hudson-s Bay, Baffin Land, Greenland ,
c . to Europe, etc .

It was at the instance of the Board also, in the
ediate post-war period, that steps were taken to transform

: e international character of the various installations of
,'ese joint undertakings to ensure that full ownership and
ear title to all establishments in Canadian territories

:'ould vest in Canada . Very large sums of money were pai d
er by Canada to the United States in this process of liqui-
tion .

4ur e .
Since then the Board has concerned itself with the

At an early meeting the Board recognized the need
wider interchange of officers and specialists, including

mse concerned with the design of new weapons with a view to
ntual standardization ; for joint tests and the interchange
observers on exercises, etc .

The result of the se discussions was made known in a
~tenent given simultaneously on 12 February, 1947 in Ottawa
Parliament by the Prime Minister, and in Washington by th e= retary of State . This statement defined the measure of

_ eement which had been reached for 'cooperation in our defence
= icies and set forth the following principles :

( 1) Interchange of selected individuals so as to
increase the familiarity of each country's
defence establishment with that of the other
country ;

(2) General cooperation and exchange of observers
in connection with exercises and with the
development and tests of material of comslon
interest . .

(3 ) Encouragement of cormon designs and standards
in arms, equipment, organization, methods of
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trainingand new developments . As certain
United Kingdom standards have long been in
use in Canada, no radical change is contemplated
or practicable and the application .of this
principle will be gradual .

(4) Mutual and reciprocal availability of military,
naval and air facilities in each country ; thisprinciple to be applied as may be agreed in
specific instances . Reciprocally each country
will continue to provide, with a minimum of
formality, for the transit through its terri-
tory and its territorial waters of military
aircraft and public vessels of the other country .

(5) As an underlying principle all co-operative
arrangements will be without impairment of the .
control of either country over all activities
in its territory .

I think if you will consider and weigh these prin-

: 1
1p1es that you will feel, as I do, that everything which is
psential for the closest military cooperation has been in-
uded and that there is thus provided a comprehensive basis
vrhich either- country may bring forward any defence matters
ich it may wish .

c elie v e our en ine er

I think that it is partic ularly advantageous t o
nada that we are enabled to make the very significant con-
ibution of whi h I b
pable in the fields of Weapon Devélopment8andsResearchs are

tuai and reciprocal availability of military, naval and air

-bs been our special concern, to insure that in this section
F the nucleus of our war organization we are especially wellluipped and staffed .

These arrangements with the United States are ofeat importance both because of the positive masures of as-ciation, collaboration and standardization which have bee n: tablished between our respective armed forces, and for th
e

cilities in each country which are announced . They are im-- rtant also b re aY son oP t he statement s of what is not in-.and in this respect they make clear to all the worldat Canada intends to continue, as we have always done, to
rry our full and proper responsibilities for the defence of
+ ovin tArritn,+cT o ., .i +1.,-4. ..., ,

I

I think that the purpose to be served by this joint

=)ZPeCted" .

-ateIIent can best be explained by quot iJI ~• St . Laurent, our Secretary of Staté foreE
xwords
ternalsed

in an address which he gave in New York a year ago .then said :

"If, on the one hand, the joint statement indicates
that vie in Canada and the United States of America
intend to maintain our independence of action, it
says equally that we are prepared to enter on the
basis of honourable partnership into plans for
security which must of necessity involve the actio n

--- ull Q11(~Gi:1CI1l # S wlLnln our ownrritory will
r ;

~.ain s tric tly under our ovin c ont rol . That i s,L:r . Truman said in his address in Ott ""a to both ouruses
of Parliament on 11 June 1947, we "participate on the=~sis of equality and the sovereignty of each is carefully
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of more than one 'state . As I have already said, we
realiz e that no nation c an live unto itself . We
realize that the destiny of our country is'bound
up closely with that of the United States . We are,
therefor e, fully prepared' to consider with you on
the basis'of our joint respons ibilitie s and our
joint interests whatever combined action either one
of us may think desirable . This does not commit
either one of us to agree to all the plans which

.the other one nay .put forward . It-does, however,
establish the fact that we shall discuss the question
of defence freely with one another, and that where
joint action commends itself to both of us, vie shall
be prepared to take it . "

With these provisions for the free and . intinate
scussion of defence matters which are of : mutual c one ern t o
nada and to the United States and for their orderly conduct
rough the medium of our Permanent Joint -Board on Defence,
one in either of our countries or in any other country of

is hemisphere need fear'lest any of the precautions essent-
. l to the security of . this Continent are being neglected .

Canada, like the United States, is fullya ;-:are that
J s security does not r est on the protection of the territory

this continent alone ."We realize that this requires con-
: aûed association with other peoples of goodwill, who, like
rselves, are devoted to the cause of peace .

In addition to being a nation of the American con-
Inent, Canada is also amenber of-the British Commonwealth

Nations and she holds to that association with all the
conviction which has marked the course of our history: nce early times . She holds to that association, not as any

pendent colony of a central authority in London, but as a
-tion in her own right, exercising full sovereign powers ,
t happy to cooperate in all matters which make for peace and
derly progress -in the Commonwealth and in the world .

There are some who may see a difficulty in recon-
: 1ing our position as a nation on the American continent with

membership in the British Coruaonwealth, but I do no t
: re this anxiety .

In the first place, I believe that fundamentally the
linterests of the member nations of the-British Cor~on-
1th are very close to those of the United States -- bot h

-and firmly for peace, for ind iv idual freedom and for Denoc-
= y as the proper form of Government . In the second place,

hink we are a practical people ready to deal with each
stion as it arises on its merits and on the basis of th e'= ts

. We, see no reason for conflict in interest, and every
son for cooperation between the British Commonwealth an d" United States ; and you can be quite sure, with our deep

= cern for the welfare of each of these great associations
= People with whom we are so intimately linked, we in Canada
= 1 devote ourselves on every occasion to promoting unanimity-~ vievr .

The frontiers of North timerica are the Atlantic and
= ific Oceans and the r?orth Polar Sea, where Canada find s
self in closest geographical proximity to the great land

2ses of Europe and Asia . It is only across one or more of
se expanses of water, or of ice, that any significant
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1~ eat to the security of this continent could come and it
ld be of interest to discuss the form and -scale of

. suc h~ossible threats, their place in space and in time
; and theans which should be developed by which they could be met

.

It is clearly not possible in the limited time avail-
le on this occasion to marshal these factors in a closel

yi asoned account, but I shall endeavour to make a few observa-
ons on some of the more important considerations as I view
em . I would emphasize that what I have to say represents
personal opinions alone .

The first question on which a ,conception must be
: rmed is the North of a possible aggression against the

ontiers of horth America .

Having regard to the potential military and indus-
ial strengths of the countries of the world as they exist
day and as they may reasonably be projected some years int

o: e future, it is - clear that the only possible source of
ouble which could threaten the safety of North Americ

auld be some combination of forces
. in Europe and Asia which

d extended its dominance to the oceans to the west, to the
st, and to ?_the north

. As matters stand, such a consolida-on on of power in Europe and Asia does not as yet exist, bu
tere is evid enc e-- convincing evid ene e-=-tnat such a con-

lidation is within the thought of those who. direct thelicy of the Soviet Union .as a course of action which night .undertaken when circumstances become propitious .

By this the Soviet authorities might envisage their
-tainment to the possession of such advantages as the atomi

c:ab or other weapons of mass destruction ; the weakening of..'e United States or of . Great .Britain or of France or other
: the democratic countries through political disturbances ,nancial depression, unemployment, . or otherwise ; or, more
obably, the improvement of the Soviet power relative to the

= st of the world by reason of quarrels and disputes betwee ntions which would bring turmoil and distraction in vital
eas such as the Eastern Mediterrar.ean .

The stated policy of the Government of Canada is to
= everything possible through the United Nations or other-
ise to settle disputes between nations and to prevent th e

break of another world war, or failing that, should war=
:me, to ensure that we and our potential allies are in a_ ition to win and win quickly .

It is clear, therefore, that Canadian effort must
dir ected along both the se lines of endeavour

. The firstdeveloping international cooperation not only in the real m=- security but also for dealing with the vital political and
' nomic questions whose solution will serve to unite instead
dividing the siorld . The medium which has been established
this purpose is the United Nations and it is through this

== anization that ways are opening up forti^~e still may hope will peaceful progress

and suspicion intocôoperative endeavour andomutûalncon-
ence and thus bring about for all nations of the world, a
ationship similar to that which exists between Canada and
United States . We of this continent who have been greatly
oured by providence have a special responsibility to help
ers less fortunate than ourselves . I have no do ubt, there-
e, that in the Assembly, the Interim Committee, the Atomic
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nergY Conmission, the Sec ur it y Council, in which we now hold
Embership, and in other United Nations groups as well, Canada
in. continue to press these matters with all the insistencé

•hich she can muster . On the other hand, in this time of
reat anxiety we must pay heed to the wise old saying that
the strong man armed keepeth the peace^ .

The application of this axiom to our present posi-
ion is that if we and our friends are strong in defence and
onscious of our strength, we can go forward without anxiety
o do those things which may make war impossible and to carry
id and comfort to those in need ; in the opposite case, i t
ay be expected that constructive action will again be para-
zed by timidity and fear or by indifference .

In consequence I would say that a very serious
6sponsibility now lies on all those who have to do with our

~-=ed Forces .

The factors which make for military strength have
ried from country to country and from age to age . Some

= es it has been possession and skill in the use of a parti-
, lar weapon ; some times an advantage in movement or in com-

ications ; sor,le times the stimulation of a great leader orgreat cause ; some times, though not often in history, it
s been sheer numbers that have 'given advantage .

Today the military strength of this continent rests
very special c ircumstanc es which exist here on a scale

.matched elsewhere through the world .

Our young people, on whom the future depends, are
- st highly educated ; they have been . familiar since their

liest years with mechanism in all its forms and uses ; they_ ve sho;rn inventive abilities of the highest order and
pabilities in research which are unexcelled ; there is facility
organizing to handle the• largest enterprise ; there is dis-

pline when the occasion requires, and courage in action and
pacity to endure adversity have been proved beyond dispute .

Behind these priceless human and moral resources,
ich are notable characteristics of the people both of the
ited States and of Canada, North America possesses the mos t

-mprehensive mass production industry in the world . We are
rticularly fortunate that if we have to meet an emerg;ency,
start from the satisfactory position that . in the standards,
the methods and in the techniques of ind us try, there isde interchangeability between us . We have, or can have,
le supplies of most key materials required for peace or
war ; and, for any potential shortages, there is capacity

develop acceptable substitutes ; capacity, too, of perfect-
' and rapidly producing the newer and better weapons of war
= the Occasion may require them for purpose of d efenc e or
' the fulfillment of our obligations under the United Nations .

It is not on numbers in the armed forces that we in
_-,th America depend for defence against any possible aggres-
' n, though these must be sufficient . We depend in fact on
= more highly skilled and perfectly equipped forces by sea

land and in the air which our special advantages make
== sible -- hard hitting forces which can be nobile, far
`°hing, and as matters stand, decisive in their power against

aggressor .
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~qualitY" It is
clear that if we are ever attacked, it is onforces and on nqualityn weapons and equipment tha te should place reliance . it is _ important that this be well, enenbered down the years and particularly by those entrusted

~ith the conduct of negotiations for reductions in worldrinane nt s .

I think that in the period between World War I and
orld War II, both in Canada and in the United States, we
earned the bitter lesson that unilateral disarmament is a
elusion -- a very expensive delusion that brought us very
sar to disaster and that cost us very dear in the lives of
ur young people

. Just such a bitter delusion would be the
urrend er of any of the special weapons of great power, with
.~ich I include those based on atomic energy, until we have
Icceptable assurance through mutually applicable safeguards
~d an effective international system of inspection an

dontrol which carries our confidence thât they, or their like,-nll not be used against us .

On the contrary as the situati o'irst importance that we n stands it is of the
, give our closest attention and effortI extending the margin of superiority which we now posses

sthese special weapons and in insuring that vie shall be able
use them effectively should the occasion require .

In the se rnatters, the advantage of safeguards now
. ssessed by the people of North America is not somethin

gi
.

ch we could retain if we ceased to progress
;' if ire allowedVind ustrial effic ienc ies to d ecline , then most certainly

,would soon be overtaken and surpassed
. The best protectionr the countries of North America, as well as for the world,

u1d be an effective organization of security under th e- ited Nations but until this can be brought about, the con-
. nued production and further improvement of all our weapons

the maintenance of industrial efficiency and preparednes
s_ e vital to the prevention of aggression by making impossible

y prospect for its success .

I conclude these remarks on "The Defence of North
.l°rica^ by saying that until effective disarmament can be
aought about and until the aspirations of all nations can be
rnonized by peaceful means we will continue to need our

-" ed forces, both as a deterrant to attack against ourselves
? as an assurance to all other peacelovi nat

iûnk with us, that the peoples of North A
.mericarenâinhstrong-t well able t o help them .

--------------------


